ABSTRACT The genetic architecture of behavioral traits in dogs is of great interest to owners, breeders, and professionals involved in animal welfare, as well as to scientists studying the genetics of animal (including human) behavior. The genetic component of dog behavior is supported by between-breed differences and some evidence of within-breed variation. However, it is a challenge to gather sufficiently large datasets to dissect the genetic basis of complex traits such as behavior, which are both time-consuming and logistically difficult to measure, and known to be influenced by nongenetic factors. In this study, we exploited the knowledge that owners have of their dogs to generate a large dataset of personality traits in Labrador Retrievers. While accounting for key environmental factors, we demonstrate that genetic variance can be detected for dog personality traits assessed using questionnaire data. We identified substantial genetic variance for several traits, including fetching tendency and fear of loud noises, while other traits revealed negligibly small heritabilities. Genetic correlations were also estimated between traits; however, due to fairly large SEs, only a handful of trait pairs yielded statistically significant estimates. Genomic analyses indicated that these traits are mainly polygenic, such that individual genomic regions have small effects, and suggested chromosomal associations for six of the traits. The polygenic nature of these traits is consistent with previous behavioral genetics studies in other species, for example in mouse, and confirms that large datasets are required to quantify the genetic variance and to identify the individual genes that influence behavioral traits.
D
OGS play important roles as companions and helpers for humans, and dog personality influences their ability to carry out these functions (Jones and Gosling 2005) , where personality refers to individual consistency in behavioral responsiveness to stimuli and situations. The distinct behavioral predispositions of individual dog breeds clearly indicate a strong genetic component to dog personality, which is further strengthened by estimates of substantial within-breed genetic variance found for a variety of dog behavioral traits across studies (e.g., Wilsson and Sundgren 1997; Saetre et al. 2006; Meyer et al. 2012; Arvelius et al. 2014a; Persson et al. 2015) .
The majority of dog behavior studies have been carried out on working dogs and have used standardized tests, where the effects of the environment at the time of the test could be clearly characterized. These standardized tests in controlled environments provide estimates of moderate heritability for some tested behaviors, e.g., heritability of "gun shyness" has been estimated at 0.56 (SE 0.09) in Labrador Retrievers (van der Waaij et al. 2008) . However, the majority of the reported heritability estimates for these traits fall below 0.4 (e.g., Wilsson and Sundgren 1997; Saetre et al. 2006; van der Waaij et al. 2008; Arvelius et al. 2014b) , with various management and lifestyle factors (e.g., training practices, Haverbeke et al. 2010) shown to affect behavior. Thus, large datasets are required for accurate decomposition of the variance in these traits into genetic and nongenetic components. Generating such datasets requires substantial infrastructure, which, in practice, may be unattainable for most pet dog populations. Thus, even though personality traits are extremely important for the well-being of both the dog and its owner, their heritabilities for pet dogs, usually not subjected to any formalized behavior testing, are still largely unknown.
Genomic methodologies like the genome-wide association study (GWAS) that assess markers across the genome have been used to determine associations between traits and particular genetic variants. However, again substantial datasets are required to identify genomic associations or to obtain genomic predictions when a large number of small genetic effects are involved, as is expected to be the case for behavioral traits (Willis-Owen and Flint 2006) . As a result, few genomic analyses have been applied to dog behavior traits so far and thus, little is known about their genetic architecture or the individual genes involved. Variation in a few functional candidate genes (e.g., DRD4, TH, OXTR, SLC6A) has been shown to be associated with behavior in dogs (Våge et al. 2010; Kubinyi et al. 2012; Wan et al. 2013; Kis et al. 2014) . However, these detected associations are only a starting point in the process of understanding the molecular genetic basis of dog behavior.
Thus, the size of available datasets is a limiting factor to the dissection of the variance components of behavioral traits as well as to the characterization of their genetic architecture. An alternative approach to using data from standardized tests would be to exploit the knowledge that pet owners and dog breeders have of their own dogs in everyday situations, in order to accumulate sufficiently large datasets. The size of these datasets could then overcome the lack of standardized assessment and at the same time, avoid possible interactions between the behavior and the somewhat artificial conditions of the test environment.
A survey-based approach has now been utilized in a number of studies on dog behavior, where the dog owner's answers to validated questionnaires, such as the Canine Behavioral Assessment and Research Questionnaire (C-BARQ), were used to assess the personality traits of the dog. C-BARQ was developed at the University of Pennsylvania originally as a method for evaluating and predicting the success of guide dogs (Serpell and Hsu 2001) . The reliability and validity of C-BARQ demonstrated by the developers of the method and others (e.g., Hsu and Serpell 2003; Svartberg 2005; Duffy and Serpell 2012) as well as the relationship between C-BARQ responses and standardized test scores (Arvelius et al. 2014a ) support its use as a tool in behavioral research (Wiener and Haskell 2016) . Subsequently, it has been applied in studies of dog behavior by various groups (e.g., Liinamo et al. 2007; Kutsumi et al. 2013 ). The C-BARQ survey contains 101 questions regarding the dog's behavioral response to various situations, with answers marked on a five-step scale. The particular items of the C-BARQ questionnaires are then typically grouped into factors describing a personality trait. In most studies (e.g., Arvelius et al. 2014a; Asp et al. 2015) , the grouping of questions and number of resulting traits are largely based on the definitions derived by the developers of the questionnaire (Hsu and Serpell 2003; Duffy and Serpell 2012) , who used factor analysis to define 11 (and later, 14) behavioral traits. In a previous study of Labrador Retrievers, we used multivariate statistical techniques to define 12 personality traits from C-BARQ data (Lofgren et al. 2014) , some of which overlapped the previous grouping while others were novel.
In this paper we used quantitative genetic and genomic approaches to investigate the genetic contribution to everyday life behavior, as assessed by C-BARQ data, in the Labrador Retriever breed.
Methods

Personality trait characterization
The data used in the study were a subset of a larger study on genetics of complex traits in dogs, and consisted of ownersupplied responses to C-BARQ as well as a separate demographic questionnaire. The dataset was limited to UK Kennel Club-registered Labrador Retrievers. We previously applied a combination of Principal Components Analysis and correlation structure to derive 12 behavior traits (subsequently referred to as "SetA traits"): Agitated when Ignored (Agitated), Attentionseeking (Attention), Barking Tendency (Barking), Excitability, Fetching, Human and Object Fear (HOFear), Noise Fear (NoiseFear), Non-owner-directed Aggression (NOAggression), Owner-directed Aggression (OAggression), Separation Anxiety (SepAnxiety), Trainability, and Unusual Behavior (Unusual) (Lofgren et al. 2014) . The 12 trait values were calculated as averages of the responses observed in each associated group, where the number of questions in the group ranged from 1 (Barking, Fetching) to 20 (Unusual) (supplementary table 3 in Lofgren et al. 2014) , as long as at least half of the questions were answered (otherwise, the dog's record for that trait was treated as missing). The final dataset used in the current analyses included 1975 animals. The numbers of observations and the range of scores observed for each of the SetA traits are presented in Table 1 . Two of the traits (OAggression and SepAnxiety) showed highly skewed distributions, with most dogs showing no evidence of these behavioral characteristics. For comparison, we also calculated values for the 14 traits previously defined for C-BARQ data (subsequently referred to as "SetB traits") (Hsu and Serpell 2003; Duffy and Serpell 2012) , for the same dogs as in SetA.
Demographic factors
Factors included as fixed effects and covariates were based on information on management and physical traits recorded from a separate questionnaire sent to the dog owners (Lofgren et al. 2014; Sánchez-Molano et al. 2014) . The fixed effects included sex and neuter status, housing, coat color, health status, exercise per day, and "Role" (based on the activities of the dog), as described in Table 2 . The latter was determined using a stringent criterion such that in case of uncertainty, the value was recoded as missing. The age of the dog in days (760-3380 days) was fitted as a covariate. All of these factors were shown to be associated with one or more traits in the previous analysis (Lofgren et al. 2014) . Records with missing values (either trait values or fixed effects) were removed from the analyses, thus resulting in variable numbers of observations for each trait.
Mixed linear models analysis
The pedigree used in the analysis was spread over 29 generations and included 28,943 dogs: 9040 sires (from 3837 paternal grand-sires and 6524 paternal grand-dams) and 17,975 dams (from 6555 maternal grand-sires and 12,272 maternal grand-dams). Approximately 70% of the sires had only one offspring with phenotypes. The maximum number of phenotyped offspring per sire was 37 (for one sire). As most of the trait distributions were skewed, we first attempted to transform the traits using standard approaches (log, inverse, square root). However, most of the distributions were not improved by transformation and some were considerably worsened. We therefore decided to analyze the untransformed traits.
While other methods (e.g., Bayesian approaches) can be used for heritability estimation of non-normally-distributed traits, the Mixed Linear Model (REML) approach has been shown to be asymptotically consistent, i.e., it approaches the true value for the genetic variance as the size of the dataset increases, independent of trait distributions (Jiang 1996) , and furthermore, does not depend on assumptions about prior distributions. In a range of studies of non-normally-distributed traits, REML has performed well in comparison with other methods, both in terms of variance component estimation and predictive accuracy (Olesen et al. 1994; Matos et al. 1997; Koeck et al. 2010; de Villemereuil et al. 2013) . We therefore implemented REML using ASReml software (Gilmour et al. 2009 ) for heritability estimation.
Univariate analysis: For both SetA and SetB traits, the estimation of the variance components, heritability, and significance of fixed effects was carried out by fitting mixed linear models in ASReml (Gilmour et al. 2009 ). The mixed linear models can be described as:
where y is the vector of observations, t is a vector of fixed effects, X is an incidence matrix referring the observations to fixed effect levels described further below, u is a vector of breeding values treated as random effects, Z is an incidence matrix referring observations to their corresponding random effects, and e is a vector of residual effects, assumed to be normally distributed according to the distribution Nð0; s 2 e IÞ; where s 2 e is the residual variance and I is the identity matrix.
The direct additive genetic effect of the dogs was fitted as the only random effect. In the animal model, the vector of random effects u is assumed to be normally distributed according to the distribution Nð0; s 2 A AÞ; where s 2 A is the additive genetic variance and A is the pedigree-based numerator relationship matrix. The heritability was estimated as:
The choice of effects included in the best-fitting model was based on their P-value. The model was constructed through backward elimination, i.e., by first fitting all effects, followed by stepwise subtraction of the term with highest P-value from the model. Model construction was performed separately in each trait, being carried out until all effects included were significant. Thus, the final model was defined as the most comprehensive model in which all fixed effects and covariates had a P-value below 0.05. The analyses were run until the likelihood and parameters converged, which, through a default setting in ASReml, was determined when the variance component estimates changed by no more than 1% between iterations and the change in the likelihood was ,0.002*current iteration number (Gilmour et al. 2015) . The significance of the additive genetic component of the variance was tested via a log-likelihood ratio test, with the parameter deemed significant when twice the difference between the log-likelihood value of the model containing it and a simpler model with no additive variance exceeded 3.84.
Because the log-likelihood ratio tests performed to assess significance of heritability may have been influenced by the non-normal nature of the traits, we carried out an alternative permutation-based approach to assess significance, which was independent of trait distribution. We first fitted a fixed effects model, i.e., including only the relevant fixed effects, to obtain the residuals for each trait (fixed effects were fitted separately so that these did not need to be considered in the permutation process). We then randomized the residuals 100 times with respect to the animal IDs and reran the variance components analysis for each permuted dataset, using the correct pedigree. This procedure randomized the relationship between the traits and pedigree relationships. Thus, we derived a null distribution of h 2 values under the assumption of no effect of pedigree relationships on the phenotype (i.e., h 2 = 0), without any assumption of normality. We then compared the actual estimates of h 2 with this distribution, such that significance was concluded if the actual estimate exceeded the 95th percentile of the permutation results.
Bivariate analysis: Genetic and environmental correlations between SetA traits with significant heritabilities were obtained by fitting bivariate models to their records. The general model behind bivariate analyses is similar to that presented in univariate analyses, but with u assumed to be MVN(0,V5A), where V is a (co)variance matrix of the two trait terms. The fixed effects fitted to each trait in the bivariate analyses were the same as those fitted in the final model derived for each trait in the univariate analyses. The phenotypic, genetic, and environmental correlations were calculated as:
where cov XY is the covariance between the particular components of traits X and Y, and var X and var Y are the given variance components.
Bivariate analyses were also conducted between SetA and SetB traits for which a significant genetic variance was detected in the univariate analyses.
SNP genotyping and marker quality control
The genomic data were collected as part of a larger project where genotypes were obtained using the Illumina Canine High Density Beadchip containing 173,662 SNPs (http://www.illumina.com/documents/ products/datasheets/datasheet_caninehd.pdf; accessed April 27, 2016). Filtering criteria were previously applied to samples based on call rate and excessive genotyping errors, detected as inconsistencies between the genomic and pedigree relatedness of individuals or between recorded sex and sex determined from the genotyping . Of the 1179 animals that satisfied these quality control criteria, 885 were included in the set of 1975 with C-BARQ assessments and thus were retained for the current study. Filtering criteria were also previously applied to markers . Using Genome Studio software (http://www.illumina.com/ techniques/microarrays/array-data-analysis-experimentaldesign/genomestudio.html; accessed April 27, 2016), 59,260 markers were discarded due to low call rate (,98%), low reproducibility (GenTrain score, GTS, ,0.6, where GTS measures the shape of the genotype clusters and their relative distance to each other) and low or confounded signal [ABR mean ,0.3, where ABR is the normalized intensity (R) of the heterozygote cluster]. Further quality control was applied using PLINK (Purcell et al. 2007 ), removing markers with low minor allele frequency (MAF ,0.01) and subsequently, those showing a significant excess of heterozygotes compared to that predicted under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) (thresholds of P , 4.59E27 for autosomal markers and P , 1.80E25 for X-linked markers, applying Bonferroni correction); regarding deviations from HWE, we made the decision to only exclude markers showing significant excess of heterozygotes since a deficit of heterozygotes may represent a true effect of inbreeding while a highly significant excess of heterozygotes is likely to be an indicator of genotyping errors. The final set of 108,829 autosomal and 2772 X-linked SNPs were assigned genomic positions according to the CanFam 2.0 assembly.
Genomic analyses
Genome-wide association analyses of the SetA traits with significant heritabilities were performed using GEMMA (Zhou and Stephens 2012) , accounting for population stratification by fitting the genomic relationship matrix (GRM, G). The linear mixed models were assumed as follows:
where y is the vector of phenotypes, W is the matrix of covariates with the a vector of associated fixed effects (including the intercept), and x is the vector of marker genotypes (coded as 0/1/2) with b representing the regression coefficient of the marker genotype on the phenotype. The vectors of random polygenic effects, u, and residual errors, e, follow multivariate normal (MVN) distributions given by u MVN(0, s These include sex and neuter status (four levels), housing (three levels), coat color (three levels), health status (two levels: healthy or having had some health problem during their lifetime), exercise per day (four levels), and "Role" (three levels).
associated with random polygenic (u) and residual (e) terms, respectively. Fixed effects were determined for each trait separately, based on results from the pedigree-based analysis (described above), with minor changes in coding. Thus, the following effects were used: sex (only for autosomal markers) (two classes), neuter status (two classes), Role (two classes, Gundog and Pet/Showdog) and exercise (covariate, 1-4), health (two classes), housing (covariate, 1-3), and age (covariate). Unlike the pedigree-based analysis, coat color was not included as a fixed effect under the assumption that this factor would be accounted for by markers linked to the genes encoding coat color (i.e., MC1R, TYRP1 genes). It is likely that Role incorporates both genetic and lifestyle factors, based on analysis of genetic structure in this population (unpublished data, P. Wiener and E. Sánchez-Molano). The genomic relationship matrix should account for much of the genetic component. Animals for which one or more fixed effects or covariates were missing were removed from the analysis, such that the number of animals included in the analysis varied across the traits (range: 778-878; analyses of nine of the 12 traits incorporated 802-807 animals) ( Table  1) . For X-linked markers, analyses were conducted separately for males and females. The statistical significance for each marker was assessed using a Wald t-test. Due to the possibility of inflation of -log(P) as a result of differences in allele frequencies (cryptic population stratification) or genotyping errors, a correction to the P-values by the inflation factor l was also performed using the method suggested by Amin et al. (2007) under the assumption that the inflation is roughly constant across the genome. For X-linked markers, P-values were first calculated separately for males and females. The weighted Z-test was then used to combine these into an overall P-value (Whitlock 2005) . Following Bonferroni correction for multiple testing resulting from the large number of markers, significance thresholds (based on the corrected P-values) were P , 4.480E27 for genome-wide (P , 0.05) and P , 8.961E26 for suggestive (one false positive per genome scan) levels.
Estimations of the variance explained by the full set or subsets of SNPs were performed in GCTA (Yang et al. 2010 (Yang et al. , 2011 using the same models as for the GWAS. Genetic variances (V G ) explained by the autosomes and X chromosome were calculated separately for each trait (using the "-make-grm" and "-makegrm-xchr" options, respectively). Autosomal and X-linked genomic heritabilities for each trait were reported.
Data availability
Data are available at Dryad repository: doi: 10.5061/dryad. 171q5.
Results
Mixed linear models
The number of significant demographic factors affecting a personality trait differed between the SetA traits, ranging from just one significant effect detected for Barking to five effects detected for Unusual (Table 3 ). The factors with largest impact on personality were Role (11 traits) and sex-neuter status (eight traits). Exercise levels and coat color were also associated with several traits (five and four traits, respectively). Health status, housing, and age were associated with the fewest traits (2, 2, and 1, respectively). The results for Role were similar to those found in the previous study (Lofgren et al. 2014) , such that Gundogs were generally different from Pets and/or Showdogs, while Pets and Showdogs showed fewer differences, Analysis of the SetB traits showed similar results, with sex-neuter status, Role, and exercise levels having effects on the largest number of traits (Table 3) .
The h 2 estimates from the best-fitting models for the SetA traits varied from 0.03 (SE 0.04) for OAggression to 0.38 (SE 0.08) for Fetching (Table 4) . Heritabilities .0.20 were found for six traits. Based on the log-likelihood ratio test (LRT), all traits except OAggression and SepAnxiety were found to have genetic variance significantly .0 (Table 4 ). The permutation test results (Supplemental Material, Table S1 in File S1) were in good agreement with the LRT results with two exceptions: HOFear was significantly different from 0 according to the LRT but not the permuted h 2 values, and SepAnxiety was not significantly different from 0 according to the LRT but it was for the permuted h 2 values. Thus, we conclude that nine traits showed significant heritability, OAggression showed no evidence of genetic variance, and significance could not be confirmed for HOFear or SepAnxiety.
The range of heritability estimates for the SetB traits were somewhat lower than for the SetA traits (Table 4) , with similarities between some related traits (e.g., NoiseFear and Nonsocial Fear, NOAggression and Stranger-directed aggression, Unusual and Chasing) but also some notable differences (e.g., SetA_Trainability greater than SetB_Trainability).
Only five out of 36 of the SetA trait pairs were found to be significantly genetically correlated (Table S2 in File S1). Four of these involved Unusual Behavior (with Agitated, NoiseFear, NOAggression, and Trainability); the other significant genetic correlation was for NOAggression -Fetching. The significant correlations were mostly moderate and positive, with the exception of that between Unusual and Trainability. In contrast, more than half of the residual correlations (22 out of 36) between the SetA traits were found to be significant, suggesting shared environmental influences. The residual correlations varied in sign and magnitude, with the strongest negative correlation found for Trainability and Unusual (r e = 20.36, SE 0.06) and the strongest positive correlation found for Excitability and Unusual (r e = 0.42, SE 0.05).
Genetic correlations between SetA and SetB traits are given in Table S3 in File S1 (the analysis failed for the NoiseFear (SetA) -Non-social Fear (SetB) pair due to a singularity in the average information matrix computed by the ASREML algorithm). For some related trait pairs, the genetic correlation was very high (e.g., SetA-SetB: Excitability-Excitability, r g = 0.98, SE 0.01; NOAggression-Stranger-directed-aggression, r g = 0.98, SE 0.03) while it was not as high for others (e.g., Trainability-Trainability, r g = 0.55, SE 0.18). Another notably high genetic correlation was between Unusual (SetA) and Chasing (SetB) (r g = 0.88, SE 0.07).
Genomic analyses
The proportion of the phenotypic variance explained by the full set of SNPs ("genomic heritabilities," considering the total of the autosomal and X-linked estimates), based on a smaller dataset than that of the pedigree-based heritabilities, ranged from 0.00 (Attention, Excitability) to 0.31 (NoiseFear) ( Table  4) . Nine of the traits showed lower genomic heritabilities than the pedigree-based estimates; for four of these traits, the SNP data explained less than half of the pedigree-based heritability, although for three traits (Barking, NOAggression, and Trainability), the proportion explained by the SNP data was .70% of the pedigree-based heritability. For HOFear, NoiseFear, and OAggression, the genomic heritabilities were higher than the pedigree-based heritabilities, although the differences were small. GWAS was carried out for the nine SetA traits with pedigree-based heritabilities significantly different from 0 according to both log-likelihood ratio and permutation tests (excluding HOFear, OAggression, and SepAnxiety, Table 4 ). No SNPs were found to show genome-wide significance; however, we identified 11 SNPs (in eight genomic regions) showing suggestive significance ("suggestive SNPs") for six traits: Agitated (CFA18), Barking (CFA4), Fetching (CFA1, 4 and 22), NoiseFear (CFA20), NOAggression (CFA9), and Unusual (CFA2) ( Figure S1 and Table 5 ). A visual inspection of Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots revealed that the lambdacorrection procedure adequately corrected for unexplained population structure in the sample for the autosomes, although it was slightly less effective for the X chromosome ( Figure S2 ). The proportion of the variance explained by the individual suggestive SNPs across the genome ranged from 0.022 to 0.043 across the traits (Table 5) .
Discussion
The analysis of C-BARQ responses collected from owners of Labrador Retrievers in the UK revealed a significant genetic variance present for most of the behavioral traits examined. The magnitude of the estimates significantly different from 0 (according to both log-likelihood ratio and permutation tests) for the SetA traits ranged between 0.10 (Excitability) and 0.38 (Fetching), showing consistency with the range of heritabilities previously reported for behavioral traits in dogs [Strandberg et al. 2005; Saetre et al. 2006; Meyer et al. 2012; Eken Asp et al. 2014 ; also see review by Hall and Wynne (2012) ]. For 9 out of 12 traits, genomic heritabilities were lower than pedigree-based estimates; however, genome-wide association analysis identified several genomic regions showing suggestive associations with C-BARQ traits. While C-BARQ has been used in a large number of studies on dog behavior, the genetic analysis of the traits derived from the questionnaire is still in its infancy, with only a handful of heritability estimates published to date (e.g., Liinamo et al. 2007; Arvelius et al. 2014a ). The results presented in this study show that there is a consistency in detection of the genetic variance and detectable genomic associations for traits derived from C-BARQ, but also that quantification of the genetic component of C-BARQ-based traits is sensitive to how these behavioral factors are extracted from the questionnaire responses.
Heritability estimates and trait definition for C-BARQ data
The SetA traits with highest heritability were Fetching and NoiseFear. Our estimate for the latter falls within the range of previous reports based on standardized tests, with heritabilities of "reaction to gunfire" ranging between 0.23 and 0.56 (Ruefenacht et al. 2002; van der Waaij et al. 2008) . The heritability estimate for Non-social fear (SetB) was similar to NoiseFear for this dataset and somewhat lower than found previously for Rough Collies (h 2 = 0.36, SE 0.06) (Arvelius et al. 2014a) . Thus, it appears that genetic variation for this trait exists in various breeds, including gun dogs. Fetching was only considered as a separate trait for SetA. In SetB, the question related to fetching ability was included in Trainability (h 2 = 0.15, SE 0.06). Treating Fetching and Trainability as separate traits resulted in higher heritability estimates for both: h 2 = 0.38 (SE 0.08) for Fetching and h 2 = 0.28 (SE 0.07) for Trainability, with a positive but small genetic correlation between the traits (r g = 0.26, SE 0.18). Heritabilities for Trainability (SetB) have been previously estimated at 0.15 (SE 0.04) for Rough Collies (Arvelius et al. 2014a ) and 0.25 (SE 0.04-0.06) across 14 breeds (not including either Labrador Retrievers or Rough Collies) (Eken Asp et al. 2014) . The genetic correlations between SetA and SetB traits demonstrate the large influence of fetching ability on SetB Trainability for this population such that their estimates are higher for Fetching (SetA) -Trainability (SetB) (r g = 0.78, SE 0.11) than for Trainability (SetA) -Trainability (SetB) (r g = 0.55, SE 0.18). These results suggest, at least in Labrador Retrievers, some degree of distinction between the genetic basis for fetching ability and other trainability characteristics, and illustrate the effects of trait grouping on resulting heritability estimates.
Agitated and Attention were considered as separate traits in SetA but together contributed to Attachment in SetB. The heritability estimate for Attention (SetA) was very similar to that for Attachment (SetB), with a high genetic correlation (r g = 0.86, SE 0.08). The estimate of heritability for Agitated (SetA) was higher than the estimate for Attachment (SetB), with a lower genetic correlation (r g = 0.62, SE 0.17). These results suggest that there may be differences between the genetic influences on Agitated and Attention. In contrast to aggression directed toward strangers and other dogs, which showed moderate heritability, our estimate of heritability for owner-directed aggression was not significantly different from 0, in accordance with previous reports showing low or no genetic variance, most likely due to strong selection intensity against this trait, particularly in breeds of large size (Duffy et al. 2008; Eken Asp et al. 2014) .
While the questions contained in the C-BARQ questionnaire seem to capture the variance of the behavioral traits, the method of grouping into behavioral factors may influence estimates of heritability, as was shown above for Trainability and also suggested for Agitated. One alternative approach to trait definition could involve grouping questions based on their genetic, rather than phenotypic, covariances. Such an approach has been shown in the context of standardized behavioral tests to improve the estimates of the behavioral dimensions of the temperament test used by the Swedish Armed Forces, especially when items with 0 genetic variance were removed from the factor (Arvelius et al. 2014b) . Evaluating the genetic variance of individual C-BARQ questions has only been carried out once to our knowledge, based on data for young (6 and 12 months old) guide dog candidates (Schiefelbein 2012) . Using a similar approach, it would be interesting to examine the heritabilities of responses to particular questions, as well as their genetic correlations, using data collected from adult dogs.
In considering how to interpret results of genetic studies on behavioral traits, it is important to recognize that dog breeds may differ in terms of the meaningfulness (and thus heritability) of behavioral constructs, as is suggested by differences between heritability estimates for Labrador Retrievers (our study) and Rough Collies (Arvelius et al. 2014a) , which could be due to differences in breed history or the intensity of selection for specific traits. Depending on the scientific question or practical application, researchers may need to make a choice between using the same trait definitions across breeds but accepting that their meaning differs between breeds or alternatively, developing breed-specific trait definitions that show similar levels of genetic variation.
Genomic analysis of personality traits
The limited number of molecular genetic studies of canine behavior mainly comprise candidate gene studies or studies targeted at clinical behavioral disorders, which tend to have more clearly defined phenotypes than everyday life behaviors. The few studies using genomic techniques to address everyday life behavior have primarily implemented between-breed comparisons based on breed-average phenotypes (e.g., Jones et al. 2008; Vaysse et al. 2011; Zapata et al. 2016) . This approach has limitations in that behavioral and physical traits distinguishing breeds are often confounded, making it difficult to identify which trait is associated with a particular genomic region. Analysis of within-breed genotypic and phenotypic variation, such as in the current study, avoids this problem although the variants (genes) that contribute to behavioral differences within breeds may not be the same as those that account for between-breed behavioral variation.
Based on results in mice, behavioral traits are suspected to be largely polygenic, with a strong environmental component (Flint 2003; Willis-Owen and Flint 2006) , thus, difficulties are expected in detecting genomic associations. Our results were consistent with a model of polygenic inheritance for most traits; nevertheless, several suggestive associations were identified, albeit only explaining small proportions of the phenotypic variance. Based on the number of suggestive SNPs within the identified regions, the most convincing genomic association was identified for Fetching (CFA4). The largest effect sizes were seen for Fetching (CFA4 and CFA22) and NoiseFear (CFA20). The finding that pedigreebased heritability estimates were generally higher than genomic estimates was consistent with the common finding of "missing heritability" in other recent studies that have estimated genomic heritability for complex traits and compared them to pedigree-based heritability. A possible explanation for underestimation of the genomic variance is that rare variants of large effect may not be well-tagged by the analyzed SNPs, supported by the fact that the extent of missing heritability for human height has decreased with increases in sample size and the application of genotype imputation, leading to improved variant characterization (Yang et al. 2015) . Studies of human traits have also demonstrated that familybased heritability estimates may be inflated when shared environmental factors are not accounted for (Zaitlen et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2015; Munoz et al. 2016) , but this is likely to be less of a problem for pedigree dogs as puppies are generally sold and distributed to multiple households and thus spend much less time with their littermates than do human siblings. Several SNPs showing suggestive associations with the C-BARQ traits were found close to genes with known neurological or behavioral functions. The TH (tyrosinase hydroxylase) gene, whose enzyme product is involved in the synthesis of L-DOPA, the precursor of the neurotransmitter dopamine, is located 1 Mb from the SNP on CFA18 associated with Agitated. Dopamine plays numerous functions and several distinct dopamine pathways are found in the brain. Furthermore, conditions in humans involving inattention and impulsivity, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), are associated with decreased dopamine activity (Volkow et al. 2009 ). Polymorphism in TH has previously been associated with activity, impulsivity, and inattention in two dog breeds (Kubinyi et al. 2012; Wan et al. 2013) . Studies have also shown an association between TH polymorphisms in humans and "neuroticism" (tendency to experience negative emotions) and "extraversion" (characterized by sociability and excitability) (Persson et al. 2000; Tochigi et al. 2006) , two personality traits associated with impulsivity (Whiteside and Lynam 2001) .
Genes in the suggestive GWAS peak regions on CFA4 and CFA20 have also been associated with neurological functions. The SNP on CFA4 associated with Barking is located 5 kb from CLINT1 (Epsin 4), a gene for which mutations have been associated with susceptibility to schizophrenia (Pimm et al. 2005) . Furthermore, the SNP associated with NoiseFear is located 0.27 Mb from CADPS2 on CFA20. CADPS2 is a member of a gene family encoding calcium-binding proteins that regulate the exocytosis of neuropeptide-encompassing (dense-core) vesicles from neurons and neuroendocrine cells. The gene and its variants have been associated with autism in humans (Cisternas et al. 2003; Bonora et al. 2014) and with various behavioral and neurological phenotypes in mice (Sadakata et al. 2013 ). An association with noise phobia on CFA20 (position not given) was previously reported for dogs (Hakosalo et al. 2015) .
Conclusions
The analysis of an owner-evaluated behavioral questionnaire, C-BARQ, together with a questionnaire examining demographic factors, revealed significant genetic variation for most of the behavioral traits studied in a population of Labrador Retrievers. While owner-assessed questionnaires are thus confirmed as a valuable tool in detecting genetic variance in everyday life behaviors of dogs across different lifestyles, it has also been shown that the grouping of the questions into behavioral factors may have a considerable effect on the magnitude of the genetic variance detected. A model of polygenic inheritance with small effect sizes is consistent with most traits investigated in this study. Chromosomal regions associated with some traits were suggested by genomic analyses; however, additional data will be required to fully capture the genomic variance and to confirm and resolve the genomic associations.
